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: Kata Golda Story :

Nestled snugly in the small, mossy seaside town of Port Townsend, WA is 
my studio and the home of Kata Golda.  I find my inspiration in the natural 
world, so I try to begin each day with a walk in the woods or time digging in 
the garden. By midmorning my mind is fresh and full of ideas, and I’m ready 

to spend the day creating.  I have a hard time sitting still. The flow of my 
day shifts between the repetitive production of filling orders, scheming and 

sketching new ideas for the line, and stitching something simply for pleasure.  
This rhythm is punctuated by domestic arts as I love cooking, mending and 
keeping a tidy and organized space. I use these rituals as a way to clear my 

head, structure my day, and focus my craft.  

In 1999, inspired by the color and texture of hand-dyed wool felt, I started 
making toys for my baby girl. As she grew and began to draw, I made her 

first sketchbook, decorated with a hand-stitched felt teddy bear and adorned 
with her name. It became the forerunner of the Kata Golda collection.  My 
friends helped me stitch, and as I looked around the sewing circle I saw 

brilliant people who were not fully using their talents: machine stitchers, 
pattern makers, fabric dyers, a potter and a letterpress printer. Their skills 

are now vital parts of my workshop.

Kata Golda has grown into a flourishing business with the help of many 
skilled artisans living on the West Coast. Kata Golda strives to pay living wages 

and preserve crafts such as needlework, letterpress printing, hand-thrown 
pottery, hand dyed textiles, stitched felt and bookbinding.  While my roots are 
in wool felt and simple line drawings, I am now finding myself pulled to the rich 
and varied color and texture of botanical dyed organic linen, cotton, hemp and 

silk.  As my interests and pursuits evolve, my collection also changes.

By carefully selecting environmentally friendly materials, using up every little 
scrap of fabric, and reusing supplies as much as possible, Kata Golda strives 
to produce zero waste (producing less than one can of garbage a year!) and 

have the lowest impact on our planet as possible.

Thank you for your support and interest in our work.
– Alison Kaplan, Owner/Founder of Kata Golda
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color
It began as a love affair with rich colors, but a commitment to an 
environmentally sustainable business model has transformed 
the color palette of Kata Golda.  Organic hemp/cotton (pictured 
left), organic linen (pictured right) and silk (pictured below) are 
transformed with plant-based dyes.  Our textiles are dyed in a 
way that uses less water, is non-toxic and biodegradable and 
draws its incomparable color palette from humble plants and 
natural sources. All fabrics are dyed exclusively for Kata Golda 
using madder root (red), madder root and fustic (orange), fustic 
(yellow and ochre), weld and indigo (green), indigo (blue), lac and 
quebracho (dusty rose and pink) and walnut hulls (walnut).  The 
outcome is a beautifully nuanced collection of ethically produced 
textiles.  Each batch of material is different (see the wave of 
blues above) which only adds to the character of each piece.  We 
utilize every scrap and remnant of this precious fabric.
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whale 
18-13-255 / $19.50

Perfect to hold a phone, passport, wallet, small journal, pen, 
and keys; all tucked in close. This purse is ideal for travel or 
a night out. Our pocket purse is made from plant dyed hemp/
organic cotton canvas.  Adjustable cotton strap, machine-
stitched construction with hand-embroidered details. Measures 
7” tall and 5.5” at the bottom with a slight taper to the top 
with a 4.5” opening; two cotton twill straps measure 27” each. 
Delicate wash, line dry.

pocket purse

rabbit 
16-13-248 / $19.50

tree 
16-13-249 / $19.50

twigs 
16-13-250 / $19.50

blossom 
16-13-246 / $19.50

fox 
16-13-241 / $19.50

horse
16-13-240 / $19.50

moth 
16-13-244 / $19.50

hollyhock patch 
17-13-251 / $19.50

bird patch 
17-13-253 / $19.50

cat patch 
17-13-252 / $19.50

eye 
18-13-254 / $19.50

NEW

NEW
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This useful journal is the perfect size to tuck into a pocket, pouch, or bag. Our simple linen 
journal is covered with plant dyed organic cotton linen. The journal is hand-bound, lays flat 
when open, and contains 94 pages of unlined soft white acid-free paper. Fabric consistency 
may vary, as it is hand dyed. Available in seven colors. Measures 3.25 x 6.25”.

simple linen journals

red
17-04-060 / $15

orange
17-04-061 / $15

walnut
17-04-065 / $15

yellow
17-04-062 / $15

dusty rose
17-04-066 / $15

green
17-04-063 / $15

blue
17-04-064 / $15

take 
note
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Perfectly sized for Kata Golda’s tiny linen 
journal and wool felt pocket pals. The treasure 
pocket is hand and machine-stitched from 
plant dyed organic cotton linen. Antique metal 
sequins adorn the bottom corners, and a plant 
dyed silk strap allows the pocket to hang as 
a necklace or a decoration.  Measures 2.5 x 
2.25”; silk strap measures 44”.

linen treasure pockets with silk strap

orange 
17-06-101 / $13.50

yellow 
17-06-102 / $13.50

red 
17-06-107 / $13.50

walnut 
17-06-105 / $13.50

dusty rose
17-06-106 / $13.50

green 
17-06-103 / $13.50

blue 
17-06-104 / $13.50

orange 
17-05-081 / $9

red 
17-05-080 / $9

walnut 
17-05-085 / $9

dusty rose
17-05-086 / $9

green 
17-05-083 / $9

blue 
17-05-084 / $9

yellow 
17-05-082 / $9

tiny linen journals
This tiny journal coordinates perfectly in size and 
color with Kata Golda’s treasure pockets. Our tiny 
linen journal is covered with plant dyed organic cotton 
linen. It is hand-bound and contains 68 pages of 
unlined soft white acid-free paper. Fabric consistency 
may vary, as it is hand dyed. Available in seven 
colors. Measures 1.75 x 2.25”.
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Adorned with original Kata Golda designs, 
these journals are covered with an assort-
ment of naturally dyed fabrics and are 
hand-embroidered. Each journal is hand-
bound and contains 116 pages of unlined 

soft white acid-free paper. Measures 5 x 6.5”.

orange botanical 
18-23-451 / $29

blue botanical 
18-23-454 / $29

ochre botanical 
18-23-452 / $29

dusty rose botanical 
18-23-456 / $29

green botanical 
18-23-453 / $29

walnut botanical 
18-23-455 / $29

cabin in the mountains 
15-23-450 / $29

hand-bound journal

eye 
18-23-457 / $29

horse 
15-23-445 / $29

rabbit 
15-23-446 / $29

constellation 
15-23-441 / $29

red botanical
18-23-450 / $29

NEW
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The wool felt covers are embroidered 
by hand with a simple design. The book 
is hand-bound and contains 44 pages of 
soft white unlined acid-free paper. The 
small size (3.5” square) makes them 
perfect for tucking into your pocket, 
pouch or bag.

little felt journal

dandelion 
15-22-434 / $9.50

dog 
15-22-431 / $9.50

heart 
15-22-435 / $9.50

shooting star 
15-22-432 / $9.50

goat
15-22-436 / $9.50

whale 
15-22-423 / $9.50

bear 
15-22-424 / $9.50

rabbit 
15-22-425 / $9.50

cat 
15-22-426 / $9.50

elephant 
15-22-429 / $9.50

turtle  
15-22-427 / $9.50

wren
15-22-428 / $9.50
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orange
18-03-051 / $13

walnut
18-03-055 / $13

ochre
18-03-052 / $13

dusty rose
18-03-056 / $13

green
18-03-053 / $13

blue
18-03-054 / $13

red
18-03-050 / $13

little address book

NEW
Take note of important contact information 
the analog way and tuck this sweet address 
book into your bag or letter-writing kit.  
Our little address books are covered in 
plant-dyed hemp/organic cotton fabric 

hand-embroidered with a two color radiating circle. 
The booklet contains 56 pages of soft white acid-free 
paper with alphabetical markers. Fabric consistency 
may vary, as it is hand dyed. Available in seven 
different colors. Measures 3 x 4.25”.  
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orange
17-13-201 / $9

lavender brown
17-13-205 / $9

yellow
17-13-202 / $9

dusty rose
17-13-206 / $9

green
17-13-203 / $9

blue
17-13-204 / $9

Our small raw edge notebook is covered with remnants 
of our plant dyed organic cotton linen. The journal 
is hand-bound and contains 48 pages of unlined soft 
white acid-free paper. Fabric consistency may vary, 
as it is hand dyed. Available in seven different colors. 
Measures 3.5 x 5”.  

red
17-13-200 / $9

small raw edge linen notebook
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Nothing beats the look and feel of treasured 
photos archived in an album. This hardback 
album is covered with plant dyed hemp/or-
ganic cotton fabric and adorned on the front 
cover with a hand-embroidered patch. Album 
contains 30 soft white, acid-free sheets 
bound with interleaving between each sheet. 
Includes 144 archival photo corners to hold 
photos to one side of each page. Album cover 
7.25 x 7 x 1.25”; usable page 6 x 6.25”.   

plant dyed album with embroidered patch

bear
17-20-301 / $32

cat 
17-20-302 / $32

dog 
17-20-303 / $32

rabbit 
17-20-300 / $32
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horse
18-12-232 / $24

These versatile hemp stand up pouches are sure to help you stay 
organized. Pouch is machine-stitched from dark brown hemp fabric 
with light blue accent stitching and a sturdy brass zipper. Each is 
adorned with a hand-embroidered tea-dyed organic cotton patch 
with a hand- and machine-stitched border. Measures 7.5 x 5 x 2.5”.

hemp stand up zipper pouch

bear in crown 
15-12-220 / $18

hand and thread 
18-12-231 / $24

rabbit and carrot 
18-12-233 / $24

whale 
18-12-234 / $24

deer 
15-12-227 / $18

owl in crown
15-12-221 / $18

rabbit 
15-12-223 / $18

indigo zipper pouch

NEW
The perfect size to tuck in all the essentials, this 
indigo zipper pouch might just be a new best friend. 
This pouch is made from hemp/organic cotton 
fabric hand-dyed with natural indigo pigment 

extracted from plants. It is machine-stitched, closes securely 
with a sturdy brass zipper, and has a hand-embroidered drawing 
stitched in white silk thread. Pack your pouch with a journal 
and pen for a walk in nature, or use to organize your supplies in 
a larger bag. Measures 9” x 9” with 1.75” flared base.

flower 
18-12-230 / $24
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patch linen pillow

bird on a branch 
17-15-300
$39

bear
17-15-303
$39

cow, pig, rabbit stack
17-15-304 
$39

rabbit 
17-15-302
$39

These linen pillows will add a perfect touch to your home décor. The classic hand-embroidered 
designs are well suited for adults and children of any generation. The pillow insert contains 
a mix of white goose feathers and down and is covered in 100% cotton. 

botanicl blue & green 
18-15-290
$39

botanicl dusty rose & walnut 
18-15-292
$39

botanicl walnut & blue
18-15-291
$39

botanicl yellow & green
18-15-293
$39

botanicl yellow & orange
18-15-294
$39

NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW
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digging dog
15-15-280 
$39

cat & butterfly 
15-15-285 
$39

bears 
15-15-281 
$39

elephant 
15-15-286 
$39

owl and snail
15-15-282 
$39

whales 
15-15-284 
$39

two birds
15-15-283 
$39

The linen pillowcase is machine-stitched as a removable slipcover. Pillows are adorned with 
a hand-stitched hemp/organic cotton patch or with a plant-dyed linen patch with a machine-
stitched border. Delicate wash, line dry. Measures 12 x 12”. 
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cat
17-11-002
$12

deer 
17-11-003
$12

fox
17-11-004
$12

Keep a lavender sachet on your bedside table or tuck 
one under your pillow for sweet dreams and relaxation.  
Sachets are hand-stitched on off-white wool felt with a 
colored wool felt backing.  Each small pillow is adorned 
with a resting animal or floral pattern and filled entirely 
with organic Pacific Northwest lavender buds. Measures 
approximately 3.5” in diameter.

lavender sachet

floral
17-11-001

$12
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custom 
work
The opportunity to collaborate on one-of-a-kind 
projects is one of the benefits of working with 
Kata Golda. Possibilities include bookbinding,  
decorations, linens, personalization, felt 
renderings of photographs, custom embroidery, 
specialty sizing and unique plush pals.  Please 
contact us to discuss your vision!
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create

orange
18-33-006 / $5.50

walnut
18-33-010 / $5.50

ochre
18-33-007 / $5.50

dusty rose
18-33-011 / $5.50

green
18-33-008 / $5.50

blue
18-33-009 / $5.50

red
18-33-005 / $5.50

natural/undyed
18-33-012 / $5.50

plant-dyed silk ribbon
Wrap a gift, embelish a craft project or hang a pendant from Kata Golda’s beautiful 
plant-dyed silk ribbon. (2) 48” strands wrapped come around a 1.75 x 3.25”  
re-useable wooden gift tag.NEW
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Bring the beauty of Kata Golda’s plant-dyed fabrics to your own craft projects.  
Each bundle contains (4) 8” squares of organic cotton/hemp or organic cotton/
linen fabric in an assortment of bold or soft colors.  Bold colors include: red, ochre 
(hemp) or orange (linen), blue and green.  Soft colors inlcude: orange, ochre (hemp) 

or yellow (linen), walnut and dusty rose.  Bundles are tied with 34” of plant-dyed silk ribbon 
and come with an inspiration booklet. 

organic cotton/linen:  soft colors 
18-33-004 / $8.50

organic cotton/hemp:  bold colors 
18-33-001 / $8.50 

organic cotton/hemp:  soft colors 
18-33-002 / $8.50 

organic cotton/linen:  bold colors 
18-33-003 / $8.50

plant-dyed fabric bundles

NEW

organic cotton/linen

organic cotton/hemp
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robin & eggs/15-07-120 
$18/$36 pre-made

bunnies & carrot / 15-07-121 
$18/$36 pre-made

dog & bone in boat / 15-07-123
$18/$36 pre-made

Tune in to your creative side with a DIY kit 
from Kata Golda’s studio. Each kit includes an 
instruction booklet with tutorial of basic stitches, 
templates,  hand-sewing needle and all of the 
materials you will need.  Our DIY kit is contained 
in a 4.75 x 6.25 x 2.25” craft box.  All DIY kits 
are also available pre-made.

DIY craft box

Create your own decoration with this DIY kit. Stitched by your own hands, 
this mama and baby duo or sky-land-sea trio will add delight to your décor. 
Includes instructions with tutorial of basic stitches, templates, and all of 
the materials you will need. Mama and baby is contained in a 2.25 x 2.25 
x 1.5” tin; finished product dimensions: mama - 1.5 x 2.5”; baby - 1 x 1.5”, 
silk ribbon- 24”. Sky-Land-Sea is contained in a 3 x 3 x 2” tin; finished 
dimensions: bird-3 x 1.5”, rabbit: 2 x 3”, fish: 3 x 2.25”, ribbon: 48” 

DIY decoration tin

sky-land-sea / 08-04-062
$9.50/$24 pre-made

NEW
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whale / 18-04-065 
$8/$14.50 pre-made

bear / 18-04-070
$8/$14.50 pre-made

flower / 18-04-066 
$8/$14.50 pre-made

rabbit / 18-04-067 
$8/$14.50 pre-made

DIY pin tin
With this DIY kit, you can express your own handmade 
style with a charming wool felt pin. Each kit includes 
an instruction sheet, templates, wool felt, cotton 
embroidery floss, a hand-sewing needle, and a safety 

pin.  The DIY kit is contained in a 2.25 x 2.25 x 1.5” tin. Finished 
product measures approx. 2” x 2”. Skill level: advanced beginner.

elephants / 15-040060 
$8/$16 pre-made

bears / 15-04-061 
$8/$16 pre-made

hen and chick / 15-04-063 
$8/$16 pre-made

cats / 15-04-064 
$8/$16 pre-made

NEW
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Perfect for sending a thoughtful note or framing as art, each card 
is adorned with a hand-stitched plant-dyed hemp/organic cotton 
patch or wool felt design and letterpress printed in sepia ink. 
Made with soft white, acid-free, 100% cotton paper, the folded 
card is blank inside and includes a matching envelope suitable for 
mailing with a stamp.  The card also tucks perfectly into a hang-
ing letterpress printed frame.  Measures 3.5 x 5”.      

cards

devoted, dog 
15-26-506 / $8.00

hi, squirrel 
15-26-507 / $8.00

happy birthday, whale
15-26-500 / $8.00

birthday, elephant 
15-26-501 / $8.00

oops, bunny 
15-26-502 / $8.00

I love you, cat 
15-26-505 / $8.00

frame
15-26-480 / $5.75

here I am, litte bear 
15-26-517 / $8.00

happy birthday, whale
15-26-500 / $8.00

happy birthday, elephant 
15-26-501 / $8.00

devoted, dog 
15-26-506 / $8.00

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW
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cat 
15-26-509 / $8.00

mouse 
15-26-510 / $8.00

dog 
15-26-513 / $8.00

rabbit 
15-26-511 / $8.00

chick 
15-26-514 / $8.00

little dear, deer 
15-26-508 / $8.00

bear 
15-26-512 / $8.00

oops, bunny 
15-26-502 / $8.00

I love you, cat 
15-26-505 / $8.00

together, two birds 
15-26-515 / $8.00

I picked this for you,  
lamb - 15-26-516 / $8.00

hi, squirrel 
15-26-507 / $8.00

A thoughtful gift deserves beautiful packaging.  
These letterpress printed and hand-stitched gift tags 
are the perfect finishing touch.  Each tag is adorned 
with remnants of plant dyed silk ribbon, plant dyed 
organic linen, and antique sequins.  Cards measure 
3.5 x 2.25” and are strung on a 10” lavender brown 
silk ribbon.  Sold in bundles of six different cards.

letterpress gift tags

bundle of 6 tags
17-12-106 / $14
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play &
decorate
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Our finger puppets come to life on 
fingers of all sizes. The hand-em-
broidered faces give each a distinc-
tive expression and personality. 
Finger puppets are made with wool 
felt, are hand-stitched together and 
come in a machine-stitched paper 
pocket. Measures 2 x 3”.

individual finger puppet

chick 
15-04-064 / $8

goat 
15-04-060 / $8

dog 
15-04-063 / $8

cat 
15-04-061 / $8

pig 
15-04-062 / $8

rabbit 
15-04-065 / $8

fox 
15-04-066 / $8

owl 
15-04-067 / $8

raccoon 
15-04-068 / $8

squirrel 
17-04-069 / $8

brown bear 
17-04-070 / $8

mouse 
17-04-071 / $8
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Finger puppets are made with wool felt 
and are entirely hand-stitched. Mama 
and baby set come in a machine-stitched 
paper pocket.  Large finger puppet 
measures 3 x 4.5”, small finger puppet 
2 x 3”.

mama dog & puppy 
15-05-083 / $17

mama cat & kitten 
15-05-081 / $17

mama owl & owlet 
15-05-087 / $17

finger puppet: mama & baby

mama goat & kid 
15-05-080 / $17

mama fox & pup 
15-05-086 / $17

mama hen & chick 
15-05-084 / $17

mama pig & piglet 
15-05-082 / $17

mama bear & cub 
17-05-090 / $17

mama mouse & pup
17-05-091 / $17
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mama rabbit & bunny 
15-05-085 / $17

mama raccoon & kit 
15-05-088 / $17

Cloud and bucket with finger puppet is an interactive decorative toy 
to hang on the wall or suspend from the ceiling. Finger puppets can be 
removed for play and then tucked back into their little buckets for safe-
keeping. Cloud is made from hemp/organic cotton and bucket is made 
from linen connected and hung by cotton twill. Cloud is stuffed with 
poly-fill made from recycled materials. Cloud with bucket measures 
approximately 6 x 9”.

cloud and bucket with finger puppet

mama squirrel & kit
17-05-089 / $17

fox 
16-03-040

chick 
16-03-043

cat 
16-03-046

owl 
16-03-041
pig 
16-03-044

dog 
16-03-047

raccoon 
16-03-042

goat 
16-03-045

rabbit 
16-03-048

mouse
17-03-051

bear
17-03-050

squirrel 
17-03-049

cloud & bucket
with invidual 
finger puppet
$24
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heirloom teddy bear

flower mobile

red overalls 
18-34-001 / $41

This heirloom quality teddy bear is machine-stitched from tea-dyed hemp/organic 
fabric and has a hand-stitched face.  Each bear comes wearing a pair of removeable 
machine-stitched, plant-dyed organic linen overalls with black detail stitching.  
Overalls are reversible to a natural/undyed organic linen side with a colored cuff.  
Available in 6 different overall colors.  Measures 13” tall (plus ears) and 8” wide.

NEW

green overalls 
18-34-004 / $41

orange overalls 
18-34-002 / $41

yellow overalls 
18-34-003 / $41

dusty rose overalls 
18-34-006 / $41

blue overalls 
18-34-005 / $41
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Plush pocket pals are just right for little ones to tuck into their pocket and always have a friend 
(or two) nearby.  Each pal is entirely hand-stitched from wool felt and stuffed with poly-fill made 
from recycled materials. Perfectly sized to fit into Kata Golda’s linen treasure pocket (page 7). 
Measure approximately 2 x 2.5”. Sold individually or as a set with the pocket pal play pouch. 

The pocket pal play pouch is an interactive play mat that includes four animals that fit 
perfectly into their individual pockets. The play pouch is machine stitched from light blue 
(arctic) or moss green (farm) wool felt and has a cotton twill strap with machine-stitched 
lines. Play pouch rolls up when animals are at rest and can be unrolled and flipped over 
for children to create their own scene. Pocket pals are entirely hand-stitched from wool felt 
and stuffed with poly-fill made from recycled materials. Includes four hand-stitched pocket 
pals (details below).  Play pouch measures 12 x 12”, 4.5 x 12” rolled, 24” strap; pocket pals 
measure approximately 2 x 2.5”.

pocket pal play pouch with four pocket pals

arctic play pouch with four pocket pals
17-08-149 / $46

pocket pal

penguin
17-08-145 / $9

polar bear
17-08-147 / $9

owl
17-08-146 / $9

arctic fox
17-08-148 / $9

duck
17-08-140 / $9

hen
17-08-142 / $9

sheep
17-08-141 / $9

rabbit
17-08-143 / $9

farm play pouch with fourpocket pals
17-08-144 / $46
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duck
18-09-170 / $16

rabbit 
18-09-171 / $16

This sweet, squeezable plush bunny and duck offer a new interpretation on the beloved 
stuffed companions that have always been a beloved part of the Kata Golda collection. 
Sized perfectly for small hands, they are extra soft and cuddly thanks to organic cotton 
fleece fabric and a generous amount of recycled poly-fill stuffing. A rounded base allows 

them to stand on their own, and hand-stitched details give each one a simple yet expressive face.  
Measures 5.5” tall with a 3” diameter base.  

super soft cotton fleece duck and rabbit

This double-sided floral mobile will bring a touch of elegance and whimsy to any room 
in the house.  Organic cotton twill wraps a circular frame and creates a natural border 
for a 2-sided flower made of soft white, pink, orange, and yellow organic cotton/linen 
and hemp.  Green and walnut silk remnants and antique metal sequins adorn each hand-

stitched piece.  The 8” diamater mobile hangs from a 24” tea-dyed and hand twisted silk rope.

double-sided floral mobile

NEW

NEW

flroal mobile
18-32-001 / $35
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Decorative wall charms are entirely 
hand-stitched on tea dyed hemp/
organic cotton canvas and attached 
to a tea dyed handmade silk rope. 
Antique metal sequins, plant dyed silk 
and decorative stitching make these 
handmade charms truly one of a kind. 
Animal measures  approximately 4-5 
x 2.5-4”, silk rope 36” long, tassel at 
bottom approximately 5” long.

decorative wall charms

bird 
17-09-162 
$23

whale 
17-09-160 
$23

dog 
17-09-163 
$23

fox 
17-09-161 
$23

fish 
17-09-164 
$23

cat 
17-09-165 
$23
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feather 
15-17-331 / $9

heart 
15-17-329 / $9

These little pendants are sure to delight. A 
simple design hand-drawn by Kata Golda  
decorates each penny-sized ceramic charm. 
Strung on red plant dyed silk ribbon. Wear as 
a necklace, hang as an ornament, or use to 
adorn a gift. Silk ribbon measures 30”.

pendant

flower 
15-17-327 / $9

bird 
15-17-324 / $9

whale 
15-17-321 / $9

shooting star 
15-17-325 / $9

rabbit 
15-17-322 / $9

cherries 
15-17-326 / $9

chick in party hat 
15-17-323 / $9

dog 
15-17-320 / $9

horseshoe 
17-17-332 / $9

cat 
17-17-333 / $9
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Made entirely by hand with ornate details, this crown will bring a festive feel to any birth-
day party, graduation or wedding celebration.  The headpiece is hand-stitched from wool felt 
and features one of four hand-embroidered designs embellished with decorative stitching and 
antique metal sequins. The tie of the crown is made from plant dyed silk adorned with little 
stitched details, silk and antique metal sequins. Crown centerpiece measures 4 x 2.5”; 22” 
silk tie extends off each side of centerpiece.

crown

botanical
17-02-024 / $24

star
17-02-027 / $24

cat
17-02-020 / $24

rabbit
17-02-026 / $24

adorn
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These sweet hair clips appeal to both children and adults.  High quality snap clips are 
sandwiched between two layers of wool felt, embroidered by hand and hand-stitched 
together. Rectangular clips measure 2 x 0.75”. Larger seasonal clips measure 2.5 x 1.75”. 
Sold individually.

hair clip

star burst (red)/(orange) 
15-03-040/15-03-041 
$5.50

shooting star (off-white)/(blue) 
17-03-053/17-03-052 
$5.50

branch (grass)/(sky blue) 
15-03-042/15-03-043 
$5.50

feather (soft pink)/(butter) 
15-03-044/15-03-045 
$5.50

heart (off-white)/(pink) 
15-03-046/ 15-03-040 
$5.50

red & peach flower on blue
15-03-051

yellow & pink flower on 
moss green

15-03-050

yellow butterfly on gray
15-03-048

white butterfly on lavender
15-03-049

$5.50

bunny 
16-04-061 
$5.50

chick
16-04-060 
$5.50
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Delight in your morning cup of tea, or create a warm 
home for a plant or candle with a hand-stitched wool 
felt cozy and cup.  Our ceramics have a soft-white 
glaze and are hand-thrown especially for Kata Golda 
by a local potter. Each varies slightly in size, measuring 
approximately 3.5” tall and 3.5” in diameter. Holds 
approximately 12 ounces. Food, dishwasher, and 
microwave safe.

mouse
15-02-020 
$21

cat
15-02-021 
$21

rabbit 
15-02-025 
$21

dog
15-02-023 
$21

boat at sea 
15-02-030 
$21

cup in cozy

holiday fox
17-02-033 
$21

holiday mouse
17-02-034 
$21

holiday rabbit
17-02-035 
$21

cup glam

rabbit in field 
15-02-029 
$21
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Our cups feature the delightfully simple and iconic 
drawings of Kata Golda. They make a perfect gift for 
the lover of fine, little things. Mix and match for a 
unique set that can be used to hold tea, cut flowers, 
seedlings, or a collection of small treasures. Perfect 
for little or big hands alike, these food-safe ceramic 
cups have a soft-white glaze and are hand-thrown 
exclusively for Kata Golda by a local potter. Each 
varies slightly in size, measuring approximately 
3.25” tall and 2.7” in diameter; holds approximately 
8 ounces. Food, dishwasher and microwave safe.

cup

cat 
15-01-007 / $13.50

fox 
15-01-001 / $13.50

dog 
15-01-005 / $13.50

bashful bunny 
15-01-016 / $13.50

friends 
15-01-008 / $13.50

elephants 
15-01-019 / $13.50

deer 
15-01-002 / $13.50

duck in boat
15-01-003 / $13.50

botanical: seedpods/leaflets/puff 
18-01-020/18-01-021/18-01-022/$13.50

duck and butterfly 
18-01-023 / $13.50

NEW

NEW
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rabbit 
15-01-000 / $13.50

whales 
15-01-004 / $13.50

lamb and hen 
15-01-015 / $13.50

goat 
15-01-018 / $13.50

two birds 
15-01-019 / $13.50

hen and chicks 
15-01-011 / $13.50

mouse on tricycle 
15-01-013 / $13.50

owl in hot air balloon 
15-01-006 / $13.50

pig 
15-01-017 / $13.50

lamb 
15-01-009 / $13.50

owl and moon 
18-01-025 / $13.50

NEW

mama and baby bear 
18-01-024 / $13.50

NEW
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Wholesale orders from approved retailers can be placed via 
email at information@katagolda.com. An order form is available 
at www.katagolda.com/pages/wholesaleinformation.  You can 
complete our order form, or simply send us an email with 
the items you are interested in (please use the order form on 
the next page for a reference to what information we would 
like to receive with each order).  An opening order of $350 is 
required, there is no minimum for re-orders. Orders must be 
prepaid by credit card, business check, or Paypal. We accept 
Visa, MasterCard, and American Express. All payments will be 
processed at the time of shipment. International payments are 
due in U.S. currency. We also accept payments by International 
Bank Wire Transfer. Net 30 terms are available upon approval. 
Prices are subject to change without notice.

CUSTOM WORK
We are happy to accommodate special requests and custom 
orders.  Please don’t hesitate to inquire about color changes, 
personalization, and custom design.

SHIPPING within the US
Shipping times vary with the size and nature of each order.  
We are a small studio and everything is made by hand.  
Expected delivery dates will be discussed at the time of the 
order, and we will do our best to accommodate your requests.  
Please allow extra time for orders placed during the holiday 
season.  A shipping confirmation will be sent via email.  
Shipping and handling costs are in addition to listed prices. 
For time sensitive orders, expedited shipping is available, at 
additional cost.  All orders are shipped from our studio in 
Port Townsend, WA.
 
RETURNS and EXCHANGES
Requests for returns and exchanges must be submitted by 
email within one week of delivery.  Returns are only accepted 
for damaged, broken, or defective products.  Please note that 
the fabric consistency may vary on all plant-dyed products 
as the fabric is hand-dyed.  Return shipping costs will be 
addressed on a case by case basis.

terms & 
conditions

katagolda.com

port townsend, wa
360.379.4714

information@

KATA
GOLDA
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Item Name Color or Description Item Price QTY Total Price

SUBTOTAL

SHIPPING

TOTAL

Sold To:                                                               Buyer:

Street:

City:                                                              ST                  ZIP

Phone: (         )

Notes/Gift Card

KATA GOLDA  
PO BOX 504

 PORT TOWNSEND, WA 98368 
(360) 379.4714

Please email your order to:
information@katagolda.com 

Terms and conditions at katagolda.com 

Thanks for your order! 

Invoice #: PO #:

Terms / Credit Card:

Exp. Date:               /                   Security Code:                         Billing Zip:

Authorization #:

Date Ordered:                                                    Date Shipped:

Ship To:

Street:

City:                                                              ST                  ZIP

Phone: (         )

for a full-size order form, please visit  
www.katagolda.com/pages/wholesaleinformation 

OR simply use this as a guide for what information we need for wholesale 
orders and email your order directly to information@katagolda.com



please email us at:
information@ 
katagolda.com 

with questions or  
for custom orders

www.katagolda.com


